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COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT
Freedom to be Creative by Personal Commitment to show
cause by Reason-Decision-Action
Young people attending meetings weekly
Chaired by a well motivated person, discouraging — profit
first, euphoria, greed, pleasure or addiction, but reasoning
out matters in discussion each person taking into account
situations of his/her own concem. Arriving at viable
decisions for implementing; some plans may need to be
curtailed others improved.
Confidence, consciousness and joy, pertain
Depression is eliminated.
Personal Growth - Sound Character advanced
The wisdom of other people's ideas as expressed may be
accurately assessed.
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,: Personal Growth and Sound Character

In the closing minutes ofthe final election debate between the three party leaders they were
asked to identify the one great soeial justice issue oh which they wanted to rriiake an. impact. " - ••
Enda Kenny said "I feel the priority should be the 300,000 people who suffer from mental
illness, and the 75,000 people who attempt self harm and those who have the tragedy of suicide
visit their families".
Never before had a party leader so decisively expressed his commitment to improving the lot of
the mentally ill. He has now gone on to incorporate this commitment into the programme for
government.
Aspirations such as "the community as partner" (and for the establishment of national user
executive.)
Patricia Casey Psychiatrist T' Sept. 2014 Independent:
"Blase attitude ofour youth towards drugs is worrying". We need to convince ourselves and our
young people that concem for society and for the common good is not something paternalistic
and outdated. The welfare of others should outweigh my choices with regard to our own
behaviour where psychoactive substances are concemed, illness, death and social mayhem will
follow".
Can the true cost of the misuse of drugs be calculated, to that person himself/herself and their
extended families. The cost of maintaining (stealing for) supply week after week - loss of
employment or study. The cost of treatment, and care for mental illness to the HSE. The person
deteriorating all the time possible death. Millions and millions of E's nation wide its costs.
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